Welcome

Chapps Dorm Inspector
Walkthrough

Take control of your student
housing inspections
We understand that managing student housing
can be quite challenging, that’s why we
created a specific tool for you to be able to
handle this demanding job.
We know that you have to make sure that
the move-ins and move-outs run in an orderly
manner and that the rooms are empty, ready
for cleaning and repaired on time.
It’s about adhering to health, safety & security
regulations, dealing with maintenance,
allocating costs, controlling the in-out flux, and
much more.
Our App lets you perform move-in and -out
inspections, room condition reports and
check-ups whenever you wish to do so. We
give you the tools to adequately deal with
issue handling, maintenance work orders and
residential fines.
The App is supported by a handy back-office
called the Chapps Dorm Manager, which
allows you to access all of the recorded data
at all times, be it maintenance work orders,
handling of issues & fines, asset registry, issue
notifications, tenancy bookings, and much
more.

Throw away those spreadsheets and get
organised with Chapps! We help you
take control of your student housing.
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Apple and Android
The Chapps Dorm Inspector is available on
both Tablets & Smartphones, on Android
and iOS systems. The App works offline, our
“Synchronisation” feature allows you to send
information and data back & forth to the
Chapps Dorm Manager.

Please note that when using
the “Synchronisation” feature
you will need access to an
internet connection.
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Performing a move-in inspection

1

You can choose to perform a quick movein inspection, presuming all existing issues
are known. You can use a general room
assessment. This will allow you to take pictures
and generate a handy move-in report for the
new resident. Chapps also supports in-App
signatures. This lets you send out reports via the
Chapps Dorm Manager if post-processing is
needed.
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Move-in flow
Select an inspection

Perform an inspection

Finalising screen
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Unit structure

Detail an issue

Take photos & sketches
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Performing a move-out inspection
As you probably know by now, conducting an
accurate move-out inspection is essential. That’s
why Chapps lets you choose the accuracy
and depth you wish to work in. You can remain
on a general assessment level, or navigate
systematically through all the different elements.
Every area can be inspected for different
kind of elements. That’s why we group these
elements as “Basics”, “Furniture & Decoration”,
and “Conformity”. Of course, you can always
add groups and rename them.
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Don’t worry, all of this has been thoroughly
prepared with a drop-down menu and
checkboxes. The evaluation of each element
is fast & straightforward. You only need to go in
great detail when there is a real issue.
Chapps understands that a move-out
inspection is much more than just a technical
inspection. It’s about making the students
comply with the move-out rules. You can speed
up this process by using pre-defined checklists
and email templates.
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Move-out flow
Building

Unit

Room

Going into detail

Issues

Report

Checklist
INSPECTION REPORT

Building : Old Graduate College
Floor : Floor 1 · Unit : Suite 101
Room Nr. : Bedroom 1

ISSUES
OLD GRADUATE COLLEGE · FLOOR 1

SUITE 101 / BEDROOM 1 / BASICS / DOOR HANDLE
Type

Damage

Action

To Repair

ObservationDate

4/4/2017 58291

OLD GRADUATE COLLEGE · FLOOR 1

SUITE 101 / BEDROOM 1 / FURNITURE & DECORATION / MATTRESS 2
Type

Dirty

Action
To Replace
Building : Old
Graduate College 4/4/2017 58292
ObservationDate
Floor : Floor 1 · Unit : Suite 101
Room Nr. : Bedroom 1

99Detail

ISSUES

1. The purpose of this inspection is to perform limited, visual and auditory on site
observations
of personal
the readily
accessible areas of the primary structure, mechanical, and
Remove
items
OLD
GRADUATE
COLLEGE
electrical
systems
of the· FLOOR
building1and to give a personal opinion as to whether or not the
SUITE
101 /ofBEDROOM
1 performing
/ BASICSthe
/ DOOR
components
the room are
functionHANDLE
they were intended or are in need of
Clean
roomThis report is not all encompassing nor is it meant to be. It is very
immediate
repair.
specific in the areas which are reported by the home inspector.
Type
Damage
Return key
& badges
2. This inspection
is made
and managed digitally. All pictures are digital, are part of it and can
Action
To Repair
be used as evidence.
Confirm leaving 4/4/2017 58291
ObservationDate

99Picture
99Action
99Accountability

INSPECTION REPORT

CLAUSES
CHECKLIST

SIGNATURES

Address Forwarding

INSPECTION REPORT
MOVE-OUT Unit
Name : Brenda Bennet
Email : BrendaJBennett@teleworm.us
4556 Black Oak Hollow Road
Sunnyvale CA CA 94086
Contract from 6/17/2017 to 9/22/2017
Unit
Building: Old Graduate College
Floor: Floor 1
Unit: Suite 101
Room: Bedroom 1

Building: Old Graduate College
OLD GRADUATE COLLEGE · FLOOR 1

Floor: Floor 1
SUITE
101 / BEDROOM 1 / FURNITURE & DECORATION / MATTRESS 2
Room: Bedroom 1

Unit:
TypeOld Graduate College
Dirty
Action
Tenant
ObservationDate
Brenda Bennet

To Replace
4/4/2017 58292

Inspector
William Johnson

4556 Black Oak Hollow Road
Sunnyvale CA CA 94086

Address forwarding

CHECKLIST
Tenant
Signature
Chapps
University
Remove
personal items
Page 2 of 3

Inspector Signature

Inspected by William Johnson
on Thursday, September 28, 2017

Inspected By : William Johnson
Clean room
On : Thursday, September 28, 2017
Return key & badges
Confirm leaving
Address Forwarding

Chapps University
Page 3 of 3
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Inspected by William Johnson
on Thursday, September 28, 2017
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Quick detailing and evaluation
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Full issue notation

4

Whenever, there is an issue it’s important to describe it in full detail. We understand you need to
proceed with accuracy when documenting issues.
We give you the tools to do so:

99Add comments and descriptions.
99Take photos and make sketches – even
sketching on photos is supported.

99Choose the kind of action.
99Assign jobs to the executing teams (create
work orders).

99Select the person responsible for the
damages.

99Set charges.
99Add comments & descriptions.
99Take photos, and make sketches on them.
99Choose the action that needs to be taken,
for instance; repair, replace, inspect, etc…

99Assign jobs to your maintenance team.
99Identify persons responsible if necessary and
charge them.

*Please note that the level of issue
detailing depends on your access
rights to the App.
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Monitoring the dormitory
It’s important to know what’s happening
within your dorms, both on a structural and
social level. It can be difficult making sure that
students comply with the university’s rules and
regulations! That’s why it’s important to identify
any infraction on those rules & regulations.

Charging the students and setting warnings
is one of the tools we provide the housing
department, so they are in control of what’s
happening in the dorms.
You provide your house manager or residential
advisors with the necessary tools so they can
act accordingly.
You can set your fines in the Chapps Dorm
Manager, along with the cost associated
with an infringement on the universities rules &
regulations.
You can then choose to simply give a warning,
and send out an email of this warning or you
can even give the resident a corresponding
fine.

Warnings can be
issued instead of fines
List of possible fines
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Reports

6

Our App makes sure you can generate reports quickly and easily, regardless of the circumstances.
You can do so for a move-in, check-up and a move-out inspection. We have a handy feature
called “Preview”, which lets you preview the report you wish to send out. The report is then sent to
the Chapps Dorm Manager, where the housing manager/officer can evaluate it and distribute it
to the residents. We made sure all reports are structured and documented. Furthermore, you can
easily customise the reports to fit your organisation’s style.
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The Chapps Dorm Manager
99Our student housing solution consists of a

handy Dorm Inspector App, and an online
cloud-based back-office we call the Chapps
Dorm Manager.

99The Chapps Dorm Manager offers you all you
need for organising and following up of your
inspectors & inspections.
99Manage your students, set standard charges
and define fines.
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99All your maintenance data is at your

fingertips, allowing you to organise and
distribute work to your teams.

99The Chapps Dorm Inspector tools are

specifically designed to make people work
together.

99We help you to set-up roles and define

access rights. Effectively and efficiently, be it
the student staff, housing officers, inspectors,
maintenance teams and more.
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Handling maintenance data
Handling your maintenance data is an
important aspect of our student housing
solution.
This handy feature allows you to monitor what
has been recorded, alter the recordings if
necessary, assign priority if needed, choose
maintenance teams that are responsible for
resolving these issues, charge fines associated
with them and decide on availability/status of
the rooms/studio’s.
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All this data can be exported in handy Excel/
CSV list, or if possible Chapps can link through
our handy yet extensive API (application
programming interface), a link that will send this
information back and forth to your software.
Please keep in mind if your intention is to use this
for facility management purposes we advise
you to turn to our Building Inspector App.

You can select an issue and see any pictures,
annotations, and remarks associated with the
issues and much more!

Assign teams responsible for the maintenance

Indicate the status of a room
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Alter/change or delete the description of the issue

Charge resident responsible for damages
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9

Follow-up of residents
Quickly & easily import your resident files,
or create residents directly in the Chapps
Dorm Manager. The Chapps Dorm Manager
supports the follow-up of residents, be
it; allocating damages, fines, indicating
settlements of charges, consulting move-in/out
or check-up reports, and even consulting the
communication between the student and staff
through our handy email log function.

Residential fines

B

Noise

B
B

Mar 1, 2017

$50.00

Lockout

Mar 14, 2017

$50.00

Alcohol

Apr 19, 2017

$100.00

Noise

Jun 17, 2017

Warning

Total

$200.00

B
K

G
A

A

F

Reports
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Charges for damages incurred
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About users and roles
We understand that not all your inspectors have
the same responsibilities and tasks. That’s why
we created a feature we call “Roles”. These
roles will depend on the different jobs and task
divisions within your organisation. Once you
have identified the different roles, you can
assign each user to the corresponding role.

Therefore, depending on the user profile, they
can access certain features and areas or
just have a view of the room as a whole. We
imagine that this approach is often better suited
for student staff.

Users overview

Roles
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The Dorm Building Maker

11

The App is “Plug & Play”. All of our Apps come fully prepared with pre-defined checklists. But every
building is just a little bit different, that’s why we let you create your own buildings, spaces or create
and adapt checklists.
Creating, setting-up and adapting the building is a piece of cake!
Simply:

99Set the address.
99Indicate the number and kind of levels/
floors/rooms.

99Finalise your level by indicating number and
type of units and areas.

99Per unit indicate if it’s a common area,

service area, office space or private unit.

99Make use of our handy grouping feature that

lets you group rooms or common areas when
you are dealing with a lot of them!

99Still seems like a daunting task? Then have no
fear Chapps is here. We can enter buildings,
common areas, rooms with your adapted
checklist into the App for a small insertion
fee.

Stop repetitive work!
Creating a building is quick & easy when you
make use of our duplicate feature on either
unit, area and floor levels. You can even
duplicate complete buildings. Don’t worry if you
missed something, you can adjust your buildings
as you go!

Post-editing
We provide you with a wide range of features
to edit the building and the attached checklist,
as well in the App itself as in the Chapps Dorm
Manager. So, don’t worry, just start by using our
default lists and discover the power of this App.
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Customising & setting-up

12

In the Dorm Manager you will find all the
necessary tools and features to customise the
App. We made sure that it fits your way of
working and that everything is fully prepared
and ready to be used by your inspectors.
Adjusting the settings is something you usually
only need to do once, at implementation, but
of course you are able to fine-tune the App at
any time. Our support team is happy to help
you whenever necessary.
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Extras

13
14

Resident Portal

Resident Notification
feature

15

Asset Registry

Resident portal

13

Would you like your students to communicate
with you directly about the state of their rooms,
all whilst maintaining control?
Now you can through the Chapps Resident
Portal, this is a handy add-on to the Chapps
Dorm Manager.
The Resident Portal allows your
students to communicate any
damages incurred in their rooms,
common areas and more. This will
help you as the housing officer to
remain in control while not having
to conduct inspections all year
round.
If you already have a portal that
deals with similar issues, then
Chapps has a handy API that we
can link your software with, so this
information is sent back and forth.
Interested?
Please do not hesitate to contact
us about this and more at
discover@chapps.com.
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Resident notification feature

14

Once you have implemented the Residential
Portal you can make use of the handy resident
notification feature which can be accessed via
your Chapps Dorm Manager.
Select a building of choice and click on resident
notification, this allows you to check out any
issues or damages sent by students.
This tool lets you have a look at pictures and
descriptions of the issue, which you then can
either escalate to a maintenance order or can
dismiss if you see fit.
It’s a handy way to keep up-to-date on what’s
happening in your buildings.
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Asset registry
Make use of our latest feature; the “Asset
Registry”. This keeps track of your furniture.
Allocate the original buy-in price, identify
the age of the items, when they need to be
replaced, who needs to pay (when you work
with different landlords) and more…

Details of asset
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Creating a new asset
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Take control!
Throw away those spreadsheets
and get organised with Chapps
So what are you waiting for?
Stop improvising and fiddling around with
spreadsheets, and from now on work Smart, Fast
& Accurately.
Master your student housing inspections so that
you are in full control!
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Discover our other inspection Apps
Everyone agrees by now that the tablet is the
perfect tool for executing inspections. There
are lots of reasons why working with pen and
paper is not acceptable anymore. If you want
to become organised, gather reliable data and
speed things up you have come to the right
place. We have the perfect solutions for you.

We offer you three innovative Apps, a Dorm
Inspector App for your student housing
management, a Rental Inspector App for
your residential housing needs and a Building
Inspector App for your block management and
building inspections.

The Rental Inspector

The Building Inspector

Welcome

An App specifically created for performing
routine inventory inspections, be it move ins/
outs, initialisation or even renovation checks,
you name it, we thought of it.
An essential inventory inspection App for
property managers, letting agents and the like!

Welcome

Your one-and-only Building Inspection App for
performing professional building inspections.
The App lets you perform health, safety and
security checks, regular inspections, report
incidents, manage & distribute work orders,
create handy reports for your annual reporting/
state of the building controls and much more! It
is the ultimate tool for your block management.

Discover our Inspection Apps today and from now on
work Smart, Fast and Accurately.
Stop improvising and take full control!
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Welcome

Welcome

Welcome

Chapps stands for “Checking Apps”. We specialise in creating a wide
range of inspection solutions specifically tailored for the real estate
sector. We realise that performing detailed and efficient inspections is
the foundation on which property management operates.
You need to get the right data, by doing so you make sure that
the information you collect helps you generate reliable & practical
information. That’s where Chapps comes in.
There are lots of reasons why you need a professional tool, and create
reliable inspections. So, stop improvising and start using Chapps.
discover@chapps.com
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